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Mercedes-Benz Classic Online Parts Search

Mercedes-Benz Classic continually produces parts for classic vehicle series, in order to ensure the long-term

availability of a full range of such parts. As a result, some 50,000 genuine parts are always available. To render

the availability of these genuine parts transparent to everyone, the Classic Online Parts Search has been

established as a swift and simple means of presenting the availability of parts with their valid prices in Germany,

promotion parts and newly produced parts in a clearly arranged manner. Once the user has found the part they

are looking for, it can be ordered from any authorised Mercedes-Benz service partner, as the Group‘s own sales

and logistics network guarantees the swift supply of a comprehensive scope of parts worldwide. Take a look for

yourself: www.mercedes-benz.com/classic-parts

Mercedes-Benz Classic

Online Parts Search

The part of the month is only one part of many, which are permanently reproduced by Mercedes-Benz

Classic, as the all-encompassing and long-term supply of parts for all classics has top priority for us.

Our corporate sales and logistics network guarantees the supply with our genuine Classic parts for

your car anywhere in the world and thus they can be ordered from any authorized Mercedes-Benz

dealer. Information about availability and prices can be found on our online parts search

www.mercedes-benz.com/classic-parts which is updated regularly. There you can also make

selections as for reproduced or promotion parts.

From 21 to 31 August 2018, the Mercedes-Benz Museum is offering a summer holiday programme for

children aged between eight and twelve years. The motto for each of these one-day programmes is “On

your marks, get ready, paint! – sport and games at the Mercedes-Benz Museum”. Registrations can be

made by email to classic@daimler.com or by telephone on +49 711 173 0000. The entry fee is ten

euros per child.

Further information: http://mb4.me/cUVxx6Tr

VfB Stuttgart has been firing people's emotions for 125 years. The coming season is therefore a

landmark anniversary for the club. To mark the season kick-off, VfB will be appearing at the "Day of

the breast ring" and a family party on the hill in front of the Mercedes-Benz Museum on 5 August

2018. The club's pro players have already confirmed their attendance. Museum entry and the VfB

programme at the museum starting at 11.00 a.m. are free of charge. The highlight of the day following

the VfB Legends game at 3.15 p.m. will be the friendly match against Atlético de Madrid at 4.45 p.m.

in the Mercedes-Benz Arena. Further information: http://mb4.me/qsBj87Lj

The voice quartet “The Skylarks” and the Swing Dance Orchestra under Andrej Hermlin will

performat the Mercedes-Benz Museum on Friday, 7 September 2018 at 7.00 p.m. The concert is part

of the Stuttgart Music Festival organised by the International Bach Academy Stuttgart. This year it

will take place from 25 August to 9 September 2018, under the motto “War and Peace”. Companies in

Stuttgart and the surroundings are providing special venues for some of the concerts. The

performance in the Mercedes-Benz Museum will take place in the atrium.

Further information: http://mb4.me/jRAMWi0l

Part of the month August: Electric tank instrument for model series W105, W120 and W121 A0005427117

Creative sporting fun for the summer holiday period

"Day of the breast ring" at the Mercedes-Benz Museum

“A Tribute to Glenn Miller”

Part of the month

August

Summer holiday
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“Day of the breast ring”

The voice quartet 

“The Skylarks” and the 
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A case full of history

Starting now, the Mercedes-Benz Museum is offering visitor groups from day nurseries and

kindergartens cases containing educational material which enable the permanent exhibition to be

explored with all the senses. The concept is tailored to two age groups: visitors aged from two to four

years and from five to seven years. It helps children to experience the permanent exhibition of

mobility since 1886 in an intuitive way appropriate to their age.

Further information: http://mb4.me/eab7l2xW
History of mobility in 

Museum cases

The SCHÖNE STERNE® festival will celebrate the Mercedes-Benz brand in all its facets on 25 and

26 August 2018. The gathering, set against the impressive backdrop of the former Henrichshütte

ironworks in Hattingen, inspires with its variety of themes across all eras and model series. In 2018

the Stuttgart brand is the main sponsor of the event at this site of the Industrial Museum of

Westphalia-Lippe Regional Association (LWL).

Further information: http://mb4.me/0NIS8Pg7

In August 1928, Friedrich Karl von Koenig-Warthausen embarks on a great adventure: He intends to

fly to Moscow with his Klemm-Daimler L 20 light aircraft in record time. Once there, he

spontaneously decides to fly all the way around the whole world to win the Hindenburg Trophy for

long-distance flight. The monoplane is powered by a robust and reliable Mercedes-Benz F 7502 two-

cylinder aircraft engine.

Further information: http://mb4.me/AbakDskq

Today, on Wednesday, 22 August 2018, the Mercedes-Benz Museum team was finally able to say: “we

have welcomed the whole world at our museum”, when they greeted visitors from Guyana and from

the Federation of St Kitts and Nevis. People from each of the 193 member states of the United Nations

have now visited the museum in Stuttgart. Today’s visit marked the successful conclusion of a

campaign that was launched in 2017 to encourage visitors from the final seven missing nations.

Further information: http://mb4.me/gqm2Z2Jc

From 22 to 25 August 1978, Mercedes-Benz and Bosch presented the anti-lock braking system in

Untertürkheim. A world first, this digital driver assistance system redefined the partnership between

driver and car. ABS was available in the S-Class (model series 116) from the end of 1978. Forty years

ago, this development was also the starting signal for a unique story of innovation in digital assistance

systems, culminating in today’s Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive Next Generation.

Further information: http://mb4.me/nQmtgCqJ

Brand gathering against an impressive industrial backdrop

Flight around the world with Mercedes-Benz 20-hp aircraft engine

Mission accomplished – the whole world has visited the Museum

Anti-lock braking system 40 years old

SCHÖNE STERNE            

in Hattingen

Klemm-Daimler L 20   

light aircraft

Welcome the guests from 

Guyana and from             

St Kitts and Nevis

ABS testing at the

Stuttgart-Untertürkheim
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Part of the month September: Oil filter element for model serie W100 / A0011840725

The part of the month is only one part of many, which are permanently reproduced by Mercedes-Benz

Classic, as the all-encompassing and long-term supply of parts for all classics has top priority for us.

Our corporate sales and logistics network guarantees the supply with our genuine Classic parts for

your car anywhere in the world and thus they can be ordered from any authorized Mercedes-Benz

dealer. Information about availability and prices can be found on our online parts search

www.mercedes-benz.com/classic-parts which is updated regularly. There you can also make

selections as for reproduced or promotion parts.

Part of the month

September

VfB Stuttgart 1893 e.V. won the German football Bundesliga in 2007. What was the recipe for

success? A special exhibition called “On the move since 1893” at the Mercedes-Benz Museum shows

the original flip chart plan of the finale in 2007 with team line-up of coach Armin Veh. It’s one of over

100 key exhibits from the history of the VfB club, which will be on view from 9 September 2018 until

2 April 2019.

Further information: http://mb4.me/PXOj1oT6

The Mercedes-Benz Museum and the ALL TIME STARS vehicle trading organisation of Mercedes-Benz

Classic will attend the eleventh Hamburg-Berlin Classic Rally with numerous vehicles. This year the

regularity rally for recent and older classics takes the form of a North Sea tour, covering six stages

from Bremen to Hamburg from 13 to 15 September 2018. All in all around 180 classic cars will take

part.

Further information: http://mb4.me/fE4SgFvO

The Mercedes-Benz C 36 AMG was premiered at the International Motor Show in Frankfurt am Main

(IAA) from 9 to 19 September 1993. The debut 25 years ago was the first highlight in a unique

success story. For this high-performance saloon from model series 202 was the first joint project to be

created by Mercedes-Benz together with the engineering company AMG founded in 1967. The

Mercedes-AMG model range, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Daimler AG since 2005, is now more

comprehensive than ever before.

Further information: http://mb4.me/XTt8nMBx

The Mercedes-Benz Classic Calendar 2019 opens up a new dimension for its lavish photos with an

augmented reality app providing access to digital content, such as films or social media posts, to bring

the images to life. They tell the story behind the photos in the calendar using the possibilities of

modern media. The Mercedes-Benz Classic Calendar 2019 is entitled “#MBclassic – A new Classic

experience”. Costing 29.90 euros, it is now available for advance ordering online from the Mercedes-

Benz Classic Store. The calendar will also be on sale at the Mercedes-Benz Museum shop from

October 2018. Further information: http://mb4.me/yj5OpGz8

125 Years of VfB Stuttgart at the Mercedes-Benz Museum

Stars and the sea

Premiere for the powerful C from AMG 25 years ago

Through the Classic year with augmented reality

Mercedes-Benz G-Class 

with club mascot “Fritzle”

Mercedes-Benz 

280 SL “Pagoda“

Mercedes-Benz C 36 AMG 

from model series 202

Mercedes-Benz Classic 

calendar 2019
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Combine a visit to the stadium with the VfB special exhibition

VfB Stuttgart 1893 e.V. has turned 125 this year – and the Mercedes-Benz Museum is celebrating the

occasion with special openings on two Friday games: at VfB's home games on 21 September and

2 November 2018, the Mercedes-Benz Museum will be open until 8 pm. Last admission on both days

is at 7.30 pm. This makes it possible for the atmosphere in the stadium to be ideally combined with a

visit to the special exhibition "On the move since 1893" to mark VfB's anniversary at the Mercedes-

Benz Museum. During the special openings, visitors will have a chance to win season tickets to the

special exhibition along with other prizes. Further information: http://mb4.me/edljJi6z

View of the special 

exhibition "On the move 

since 1893"

She has a famous surname: Jutta Benz. On 1 October 2018 the great-granddaughter of Bertha and Carl

Benz is 75 years old. As a Mercedes-Benz Brand Ambassador she regularly appears at automotive

classic events. Jutta Benz often drives the Benz Patent Motor Car at these events – as effortlessly as

her great-grandmother Bertha once did. The wife of the inventor of the car, Carl Benz, wrote the

history of mobility in 1888 with the first long-distance car journey from Mannheim to Pforzheim.

Further information: http://mb4.me/A30J4DrS

What colour is the famous hoop on the VfB home shirt and what is the favourite song of the VfB

mascot Fritzle? Children of elementary school age can find intuitive ways to answer these and other

questions with a book of discovery in the special exhibition “On the move since 1893”. The booklet is

available free of charge at the museum’s front desk.

Further information: http://mb4.me/VESi2Lh1

The part of the month is only one part of many, which are permanently reproduced by Mercedes-Benz

Classic, as the all-encompassing and long-term supply of parts for all classics has top priority for us.

Our corporate sales and logistics network guarantees the supply with our genuine Classic parts for

your car anywhere in the world and thus they can be ordered from any authorized Mercedes-Benz

dealer. Information about availability and prices can be found on our online parts search

www.mercedes-benz.com/classic-parts which is updated regularly. There you can also make

selections as for reproduced or promotion parts.

Mercedes-Benz Classic is actually reproducing new brake boosters T50 for several models. They will

be available from all Mercedes-Benz authorized dealer as from April 1st, 2019.

Part number A 000 430 26 30 (Recommended retail price, valid only in Germany, excl. VAT: 1920.00

Euro) for model 111 (111.012, 111.014, 111.021, 111.023), model 112 (112.014, 112.015, 112.021,

112.023) and model 198 (198.042).

Part number A 000 430 29 30 (Recommended retail price, valid only in Germany, excl. VAT: 1450.00

Euro) for model 110 (110.000, 110.001, 110.010) and model 111 (111.010, 111.012, 111.014).

Great-granddaughter of Bertha and Carl Benz: Jutta Benz celebrates her 75th birthday this year

The VfB special exhibition for children

Part of the month October: Metal shield engine mount for model serie R107 / A1072411134

ADVANCE NOTICE - Brake booster T50 in reproduction

Jutta Benz

Table football for up to

twelve people

Part of the month

October

T50 Brake booster


